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I developed this flexibility and stretching program
for all members of Dance, Drill, Cheer and Color
Guard squads.

After being a member of the Award Winning
Highland Park Color Guard for 4 years, I learned
and helped develop the best stretching and
flexibility program for anyone who wants to reach
their full flexibility potential.

Here are a few rules for all the stretches.

Relax...don’t get in a rush
Breath out slowly on each stretch
Hold each stretch for 8 seconds
Count...this helps control your breathing and mind
Dress warm, and wear loose fitting cloths
Warm up for at least 15 minutes before any
performance
Do your stretches everyday during season and
every other day in off season
Keep your mind relaxed and focused on doing
each stretch correctly for full benefits.
Don’t get discouraged. Achieving full flexibility
takes time, and patience.

I know you can do it!

Mary Gambordella



Start by relaxing the muscles
Lean over slowly and bend at the waist



Drop the hands loosely to ground and
then backup to the start position



Repeat the slow
dropping of the
hands to the
ground and now
bend at the legs



Now bend over and grab the legs



One more time down and bend at the kness



Slowly curl backup



Hold the hands to the sides and then
bring them around to the front,touching
the fingers and bending at the knees



One more time



Here is the
motion in 3
photos



Now hands out, slowly
bring to front and crop to
bent knees



Repeat



Do a deep drop of the knees to help
the stretch



Now hands out and lean to the sides



One hand over the head and twist
and lean to sides



Now drop to one side, grab the leg and hold



Hands up and then down
to grab the leg and hold
the stretch



Drop to bent leg over one knee



Back up, then down to stretch both legs



Reach between your legs and pull and hold



Drop both arms to ground in front and then drop knees



Hands to the ground, then bring in legs and hold



Feet wide, then bring together and hold



Feet together,
reach up and
over and lean
to sides



Arms up, cross and lean to sides



Bend over touch ground, then drop
down on one knee



Keep the stretch, then back up
while holding the leg



Spread wide, the feet together while holding legs



Bend knees slightly, the up and hold



Hand loosely



On the ground, legs straight, over and hold



Up, relax, then reach down and hold



Wide legs, reach over and hold



Hand up, reach,
then down and
hold each leg



Arms out, rotate, touch each toe, and hold



Butterfly stretch, hold ankles, lean forward



Relax and drop head to toes



Lie on side, bend leg, stretch up and out



Hold stretch
and drop out
to sides



Drop to side splits and then down and hold



Rock side to side



Loosen the shoulders rocking in circles



Reach, curl and rotate



Stretch up high on each side



Both hands up, then down and rotate



Rotate the hips in circles right and left



Rotate the head
in small circles



Rotate the head back and forth, side to side



Hand on the head, push and resist



Hold the arms out straight and twist from side to side


